MICHEL COLLIN
After we have met , i figured i could answer the questions in this E-mail,and
send it back to you . So number 1 (do i support the LAK ) .Yes ,60%of our
budget money comes from the cottages , i would recommend a Councillor
participate as a go between to accelerate the transfer of info or request, even i
would be glad ,if invited , to site down because i am interested to know what is
impotent for you .Number 2 (financial support ). I have push forward and got
$5000.00 , two years in a row for the LAK study on the health of the lakes and i
would support getting help to fix any problems occurring in the future ,again the
financial contribution from the cottages is essential for the survival of Kazabazua
. Number 3 (waste management) Since we are taking care of are waste , the
telephone complaints have stop . But i am for any method to reduce the wast
tonnage a tonne of garbage is costing $150.00 to the tax payers but a tonne of
recycle is$30.00 a saving of $120.00 per tonne one more reason to recycle.
Number 4( road maintenance) We are getting lost of compliments about are
road, even from other municipality but there always room for improvement.
Number 5 (mail-in vote ). Even in i voted against i am welling to site down with
LAK and decide for the future looking at the response, the cost , the impact on
the election result and other , again i am there to serve not to boos people
around . Number 6 ( library )I declared in the french paper that i was definitely
opposed to moving the library,. The problem is a lack of space , so the solution
would be to expand the municipal oﬃce and after the building of the garage
behind the oﬃce it obvious to leave the oﬃce were it is . So these are my
answers now for some of my ideas : Make are community center attractive and
functional by expanding and installing new bathrooms, new floor, new bar area.
Recognizing the good work of are volunteers , by having a night Meritas .
Meting once a year the local businesses to exchange ideas and info and may be
start a local Chamber of Commerce. Making a nuisance law that would improve
the appearance of our municipality and especially the main street which is the
105. Expanding the cranberry festival to incorporate other growers . Having a
boat ramp on the river not on our lake . Expanding our play ground .
Administration wise , preparing for the replacement of our DG in 5 years who
will retire by having a DG assistant that would be able to take is place when the
time comes . But my first duty is to renegotiate are DG`s contract to have him
working a minimum of 5 days a week instead of 4 . All of that with no tax
increase. Thanks Michel Collin

